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custom tote

Part 2: To do before next class
Shape tote (using the serger)
1. For two-color tote, serge top pieces to the base to make a rectangle the size of
your pattern rectangle:
• Photo A: With right sides together, line up matching edges of a top color rectangle and a bottom color
rectangle and serge this seam with a ½” seam allowance.
• Photo B: Serge the second top color rectangle to the other edge of the bottom color rectangle, making a
piece the size of your pattern rectangle with the bottom color in the middle.
• Photo C: Iron seams flat.
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2. For each piece (exterior and lining, if using), fold in half longways right sides
together (on two-color bag, be sure to line up the side seams when you fold),
and iron the fold in (photo D).
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3. Serge the two outside edges of each folded piece (exterior, and lining if using).

4. Divide tote width in half, and subtract ½” for the size of your corner
square: ___ ÷ 2 = ___ - ½” = ____ (example: 8 ÷ 2 = 4, then 4 – ½” = 3½”)
5. For each piece (exterior and lining, if using), measure and cut a corner
square from the two bottom corners (folded edge is bottom) of the bag,
measuring from the edge of the seam, not the edge of the piece
(photos E & F).
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6. Pull the cut-out square open at its inside corners, and pinch the side and
bottom seams together (photo G). Pin if desired. Serge these seams and knot the
ends. Repeat with lining, if using.
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7. Iron seams flat.
Make and mark handles (use the sewing machine):
1. For each handle piece:
• Fold handle piece in half longways, wrong sides together, and iron a
crease
• Unfold, fold both edges of handle in to the center crease and iron
(photo H)
• Make sure original center crease is ironed out
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2. Pin two handle pieces (either one from main fabric and one from lining,
or one from main fabric and one ribbon) together, folded edges to the inside
and top-stitch down both long edges, close to the edge. Repeat for second
handle (photo I).
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3. On wrong side of fabric on both exterior and lining:
• Fold bag in half with side seams touching
• Measure out 2½” from the fold and make a mark. Do this on both sides
(photo J).
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